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Abstract

“Projection” describes how painters and cameras depict 3D scenes in 2D. Perceptual theories and
studies of projection are dominated by linear perspective, which originated in the Italian Renaissance.
Yet, linear perspective fails to fully explain both how we humans understand realistic pictures, and how
artists make them. I propose a theory of projection perception based on a two-part model of 3D human
vision. In picture viewing, the picture contents around each fixation are interpreted according to a local
linear perspective, centered at the fixation. Over multiple fixations, an abstracted global understanding
arises from spatial relationships between these fixations. This framework offers new understanding of
many pictorial phenomena across many kinds of realistic pictures, and suggests new ways to make and
understand pictures.

This is a condensed version of a much-longer paper published in Journal of Vision, April 2024.
This version focuses on the hypotheses that I propose for picture perception, and omits many
important details, as well as most of the literature survey. If you wish to cite this, please
cite the full-length version. See http://www.dgp.toronto.edu/~hertzman/perspective for the full
paper and other links.

I recommend reading this version first, and then, if desired, reading/skimming the long paper for the full
story and research survey.

1 Introduction

“The eye moves all the time. When my eye moves in one direction, the perspective goes that
way.” —David Hockney (Gayford, 2022)

The geometric relationship between 3D points in space and their 2D positions in a picture can be
described in terms of a projection. Some projections follow simple parametric formulae, such as linear
perspective and orthographic perspective, whereas others may be more free-form. Classic drawing techniques
construct projections implicitly (Willats, 1997), whereas modern cameras and computer graphics systems
are explicitly designed in terms of mathematical projections.

When interpreting shape and space in a picture, what assumptions do viewers make about the projection?
The information in a picture is ambiguous. Yet, there must be some assumptions, since a realistic picture
conveys to viewers a sense of the shapes of scene elements, along with their relative sizes, positions, and
distances from the viewer. Throughout history, different artists have portrayed objects and spaces in different
ways, whether the freeform arrangements in cave paintings and Modern Art, ancient Chinese isometric
perspective, or strict linear perspective typical in consumer photography (Figure 1). Some approaches seem
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 1: Examples of different approaches to projection in art history. (a) Prehistoric painting, using
simple arrangements of elements to convey scenes. (b) Chinese scroll painting, using parallel projection.
All people are the same size, regardless of distance to the viewer. (c) Russian icon painting, using reverse
perspective, in which some objects expand away further from the viewer. (d) Early Renaissance painting
before linear perspective. Objects closer to the viewer are larger, and closer to the bottom of the painting.
(e) Modern Art painting with a more freeform projection. Sources: (a) Prehistoric rock paintings of Tassili
N’Ajjer, Algeria, photograph by Dmitry Pichugin. (b) Eighteen Songs of a Nomad Flute: The Story of Lady
Wenji (detail), unidentified artist, 15th century CE. (c) The Trinity, Andrei Rublev, 15th century CE. (d)
Adoration of the Mystic Lamb from the Ghent Altarpiece, 15th century CE. (e) The Pink Studio, Henri
Matisse, 1911.

more realistic, and some more abstract or stylized. The diversity of these different approaches and their
percepts makes it difficult to articulate what, exactly, viewers’ assumptions about projections might be.

This paper proposes hypotheses to explain the projection assumptions in human perception of pictures.
Recent developments in vision science indicate that visual awareness is not the sort of 3D reconstruction of
the world around us that has often been assumed. Instead, I argue that most of our 3D shape inference
occurs per-gaze, in each fixation in the world, and the richest shape detail occurs in foveal vision. Over
multiple fixations, much of this 3D information is discarded, as a viewer builds up an abstracted mental
representation of the world, and not a detailed 3D reconstruction. Likewise, in picture viewing, shape in
each fixation is inferred according to a linear perspective around the fixation point. Over multiple fixations,
the viewer constructs an abstracted representation of the 3D contents of the picture. I articulate these ideas
in a series of hypotheses that can explain many phenomena of 3D perception across many kinds of pictures,
while being consistent with the nature of real-world foveal and 3D vision.

I begin by describing properties of projections that do and do not produce perceived distortions, using
examples from art history and computational photography. Perceived distortion is an important part of
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Figure 2: Linear perspective geometry. (a) Linear perspective imaging is defined by an image plane, a
center-of-projection (COP), and an optical axis (view direction). The principal point is the intersection of
the optical axis with the image plane. The color at an image point is determined by the light incoming to
the COP along the ray from the image point. (b) When viewing the picture from the center-of-projection
(COP) in ideal conditions, the eye will receive the same light as if it were looking through a window into the
real scene, regardless of their gaze direction.

artistic style and technique, and I do not suggest they should be avoided. However, I focus on techniques to
avoid perceived distortion since they provide valuable clues toward viewers’ projection assumptions.

2 Linear Perspective

A linear perspective projection is defined by a center-of-projection, a view direction, and an image plane
(Figure 2(a)). Most consumer camera lenses aim to approximate linear perspective, and linear projection
is widespread in computer graphics and vision algorithms. The techniques of one-point and two-point
perspective are familiar to many artists and art students.

Linear perspective has dominated theories of projection, e.g., (Kemp, 1990; Elkins, 1994; Hecht et al.,
2003). Yet, it is rare that artists employ strict linear perspective (Kemp, 1990; Verstegen, 2010; Pepperell
and Haertel, 2014; Koenderink et al., 2016; Kemp, 2022). Many famous painters, including Leonardo da
Vinci, J. M. W. Turner, and David Hockney, achieved mastery of linear perspective, and each later wrote
about its shortcomings, while exploring more flexible approaches to perspective (Kemp, 1990, 2022).

Linear perspective arises from the idea that a picture simulates the light the viewer would see if they
were looking through a window. That is, when viewing monocularly from the picture’s center-of-projection
(Figure 2(b)), the retinal image should simulate viewing the depicted scene. At one stage in his investigations,
Leonardo da Vinci wrote that a picture will “look wrong, with every false relation and disagreement of
proportion that can be imagined in a wretched work, unless the spectator, when he looks at it, has his eye at
the very distance and height and direction where the eye ... was placed” (Kubovy, 1986). Yet, pictures can
“look right” from many different viewpoints, even pictures that do not have well-defined centers-of-projection.

A linear perspective picture is wide-angle if it uses a much wider field-of-view than it would normally be
viewed with (Cooper et al., 2012). Wide-angle pictures are common throughout art history and photography.
Many historical paintings display large-scale scenes that would have required a wide-angle linear perspective
to capture a comparable spatial extent and object scale, e.g., Figures 1, 3. Smartphones take wide-angle
photos by default.

Viewing a wide-angle picture from the center-of-projection is rare and even uncomfortable (Koenderink
et al., 2016). For example, in Figure 4(a), the viewing distance should be approximately 40% of the image
width. That is, if the image appears printed or on the screen as 10cm wide, the viewer’s eye should be 4cm
from the center of the picture. This is a very unusual viewing position, and some peoples’ eyes cannot even
focus at this distance. Center-of-projection viewing on smartphone displays is often physically impossible
for pictures taken with smartphone defaults.

The full-length version of this paper includes instructions for trying COP viewing yourself, by enlarging
a paper figure on a large display, in the ”Viewing from the COP” section (page 10). This is a worthwhile
and instructive exercise.
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Figure 3: Raphael’s The School of Athens employs precise one-point linear perspective for the architecture
but not for the people. None of the faces appear distorted as they would be in a true wide-angle linear
perspective image, such as in Figure 4(a). According to the projection implied by the architecture, the
spheres in the lower-right corner should have the aspect ratio 1.2:1 (Zorin and Barr, 1995), visualized here
with a magenta ellipse.

(a) (b)

COP distance

Figure 4: Wide-angle photo for experiencing marginal distortion in COP viewing. (a) Photo taken with
iPhone 13 in ultrawide mode (0.5x, 14mm). The magenta cross indicates the picture center. COP distance
is shown below the picture; it is 40% of the width of the picture. To view from the COP, place one eye in
front of the magenta cross, with distance according to the length of the “COP distance” line. One may need
to display the picture on large display or projection in order to be able to. Note that the marginal distortion
appears or disappears depending on whether one views monocularly or binocularly. (b) Photos of the same
picture displayed on a computer screen, and photographed by a smartphone approximately positioned at the
COP location and aimed at the bottom corners.
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Figure 5: Wide-angle linear perspective photograph, from (Koenderink et al., 2010), taken with a 14 mm
equivalent lens and cropped. The four individuals face in parallel directions, illustrated in the diagram. Yet,
under normal viewing conditions, they appear to be facing in diverging directions in the photograph.

Typical viewing of wide-angle linear perspective produces several well-known perceived distortions: situ-
ations where a viewer recognizes that a shape “looks wrong” (Vishwanath et al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2012).
These perceived distortions provide important clues to the vision system’s assumptions about how shapes
“should be” depicted, and give clues to the nature of mental representations.

Wide-angle linear perspective causes objects in the periphery to appear distorted, a phenomenon known
as marginal distortion. Figure 4(a) shows an example where spheres and faces appear oblong in the corners
of photographs. Wide-angle perspective can also make objects appear compressed or expanded in depth, an
effect sometimes called “perspective distortion” (Cooper et al., 2012).

Note that a viewer is not necessarily aware of shape misperceptions due to marginal distortion, as
demonstrated by Koenderink et al. (2010), see Figure 5. The main difference between this case and the
marginal distortion of spheres is whether prior knowledge allows a viewer to recognize a misleading depiction
of a familiar object.

3 Multiperspective projections in art and computational photog-
raphy

Many artistic techniques for avoiding distortion and for conveying wide-angle scenes are multiperspective
(Kubovy, 1986; Agrawala et al., 2000; Perona, 2013; Koenderink et al., 2016). Moreover, modern computa-
tional photography techniques that mimic classical approaches explicitly do so with multiple perspectives.

Many classical paintings appear to combine multiple linear projections with different centers-of-projection.
Raphael’s The School of Athens (Figure 3) provides a particularly famous example (Kubovy, 1986). Raphael
employed strict one-point perspective for the architecture. However, he does not paint objects with marginal
distortion. For the globes in the right-hand corner of the image, Raphael has painted spheres as circles,
whereas linear perspective would dictate that they should be oblong (Kubovy, 1986; Zorin and Barr, 1995).

Moreover, none of the faces in The School of Athens exhibit marginal distortion, i.e., compare the faces
between Figures 4 and 3. Large scenes with many faces are common in art, e.g., Figures 1. But, in the
entire history of painting, I am unaware of any face depicted with the marginal distortions dictated by linear
perspective. Instead, these depictions can be explained by the use of multiple perspectives.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: Photomontage as a metaphor for making pictures from a collection of perspectives. (a) Individual
object depictions can be placed independently, without introducing distortion. Just what is it that makes
today’s homes so different? by Richard Hamilton, 1992. (b) An artist creates an overall perspective and
sense of a scene by arranging much smaller, undistorted photographs. Pearblossom Hwy., 11 - 18th April
1986, #2, David Hockney, 1986

Classical paintings often exhibit many other multiperspective effects (Kubovy, 1986; Agrawala et al.,
2000; Perona, 2013; Koenderink et al., 2016). For example, in the 15th Century, Paolo Uccello subtly com-
bined multiple viewpoints in his portrait of Niccolò da Tolentino, as did Andrea del Castagno in his portrait
of Dante Aligheri. Hockney (2006) (p. 82–113) characterizes some classical paintings as “multiwindow,”
in which we see each figure “straight on, regardless of where they are in the scene,” which he visualizes by
cropping individual elements from the picture. Photocollage art like Hockney’s Pearblossom Highway and
Richard Hamilton’s Just what is it that makes today’s homes so different, so appealing? (Figure 6 illustrate
how collaging linear perspective pictures can create varied compositions.

In the past two decades, computer graphics and computational photography research has developed
multiperspective techniques that can avoid perceived distortion and create compositions more effectively
than strict linear perspective. These methods typically work like collage: they partition the picture plane
into regions, each of which has its own linear perspective projection, with its own center-of-projection in
front of the region. The partitioning and individual projections depend on the content of the scene being
depicted, and the creator’s goals. These methods can effectively produce large-scale imagery with little or
no perceived distortion.

Here are a few key examples of these computational multiperspective projections. Agrawala et al. (2000)
demonstrated that a simple way to avoid distortion is to simply render each object with its own linear
perspective, with the center-of-projection in front of the object. Multiperspective street panoramas (e.g.,
Figure 7(a)) can provide more effective visualization for street imagery than linear perspective (Roman et al.,
2004; Agarwala et al., 2006). By collaging separate linear projections with separate centers-of-projection,
these methods can create large-scale panoramas with little apparent distortion. Figure 7(b) shows an example
of many different collaged linear perspectives. Similarly, collaging in depth can provide control over object
scale (Badki et al., 2017), see Figure 7.

The warping method by Carroll et al. (2009) operates from a single perspective (Figure 9), but transforms
a picture according to distortion principles from multiperspective. Another warping method by Shih et
al. (2019) runs on the Google Pixel’s camera app (Figure 10).

I claim that these methods provide better descriptions of artistic practice than does strict linear per-
spective, since they successfully avoid distortion in ways that mimic classical painting.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

Figure 7: Multiperspective collages constructed with multiple vanishing points, illustrating how plausible-
looking pictures can be constructed from collage of separate linear perspectives. (a) Computational panorama
of a street in Antwerp, from (Agarwala et al., 2006). (b) Six of the 107 fisheye photographs used as input,
which were reprojected to a common plane with linear perspective. (c) Visualization of how the panorama
was algorithmically composited from individual linear perspective pictures. (d) Family in a Box by Frédo
Durand (2023). Each compartment was photographed separately and composited, and each compartment
has its own vanishing point. (e) Photography stage used for each compartment.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Multiperspective computational zoom, from Badki et al. (2017). (a) Two of the input linear
perspective photos, all of which have a dolly-zoom relationship. In the left photo, the building appears very
distant; in the right photo, the building appears larger but the people appear distant. (b) Output collage, in
which both the people and the building appear larger and more visible, creating a more balanced composition
of the people and building.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Content-aware projection of wide-angle photography, from (Carroll et al., 2009). (a) An input
wide-angle linear perspective photograph. (b) A stereographic projection computed from the input photo,
which creates new distortions. (c) A content-aware projection computed from the input photo, by warping
the input photo, in a way that preserves straight lines and other objects, while allowing textureless regions
to warp.

Figure 10: A taut piece of string in front of a face, photographed in the Google Pixel 5 camera app in
ultrawide mode (0.5x). This app uses a version of Shih et al. (2019), which is content-aware: the face is
detected, and the region around it projected with stereographic projection, while the rest of the image uses
linear perspective. As a result, the face does not exhibit marginal distortion as it would in linear perspective,
but the piece of string is not straight, nor are the lines on the wall near the face. (Photo by Elena Adams.)
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Figure 11: Geometry for two of the hypotheses here. (a) The Direct View Condition (DVC) asserts that the
contents of a picture region appear undistorted if they look like a linear perspective projection of a plausible
3D scene, with the COP somewhere in front of that region, and, thus, the principal point within the region.
(b) Fixation Compensation asserts that, when gazing on a specific fixation point in a picture, a viewer treats
the region around the fixation point as a linear perspective picture, with COP in front of the fixation, with
COP distance approximately equal to the viewer’s distance to the fixation.

4 The Direct View Condition

Furthermore, I claim that the effectiveness of multiperspective projection can be explained by the following
hypothesis, the Direct View Condition, adapted from a previous computational formulation by Zorin and
Barr (1995):

Under normal viewing conditions, an object (or, more generally, picture region) appears undis-
torted if and only if it looks like it could appear at the center of a normal-field-of-view linear
perspective picture of a plausible scene.

This statement implies a local, linear perspective with the center-of-projection in front of the picture region,
visualized in Figure 11(a). The degree of deviation from the appearance of a linear perspective determines
how distorted the region looks.

The Direct View Condition dictates that straight lines should always appear straight and spheres should
project to circles, since this is how they appear at the center of a linear projection. More generally, to
make a picture look undistorted everywhere, every picture region should look plausible according to a
center-of-projection in front of the region. Avoiding distortion in wide-angle projection requires simulating
multiperspective projection.

The Direct View Condition says nothing about veridical shape inference: an object may appear undis-
torted but give a misleading shape percept, such as in forced perspective. It does not even require the
existence of an underlying scene: the scene depicted in The School of Athens never existed, but nonetheless
appears to be an undistorted projection of plausible elements.

Figure 12 show examples of stereographic projections that produce perceived distortions, e.g., straight
lines are not depicted as straight. Here the distortion is an intentional artistic effect; different artistic styles
often depict shape in very different ways.

Even in the presence of distortions, we often have a sense of the underlying shape based on prior
knowledge. There seems to be multiple representations in vision: the directly perceived shape, and the
understood shape according to prior knowledge. Figure 13 illustrates this concept.
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Figure 12: Artistic photography with 360◦ stereographic projection. Many scene elements are visibly dis-
torted. These images were captured with a Ricoh Theta S camera and then later projected to 2D in an
interactive application. The effect on the left is called “little planet,” describing the percept it gives. Photos
by Rich Radke.

Figure 13: How is a picture like a glass of water? If, in real-life, we view a spoon in a glass of water, the spoon
appears on the side of the glass as broken and bent. A viewer sees the spoon as distorted, but can understand
that it is a normal spoon. Moreover, the viewer can recognize the difference between the appearance and
known shape. I argue that perceived distortion in pictures operates similarly: a picture gives a distorted shape
perception, and the viewer infers a more normal shape, and recognizes the mismatch between appearance
and known shape. This also illustrates the roles of multiple distinct shape representations in vision.
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5 Foveal Vision, Fixations, and 3D Vision

Why would multiperspective projections produce pictures that don’t look distorted?
In order to answer this question, I turn to recent developments in foveal and 3D vision. Many conven-

tional theories of vision—as well as common-sense notions of it—assume that we viewers continually see the
entire visible space in front of our eyes and build an accurate mental 3D model of it, e.g., see the review in
(Linton et al., 2022). However, many surprising experimental results in the past few decades have challenged
this view.

First, the retinal information available at a glance is very limited. In real-world viewing, we perceive
far more detail in the gaze direction (foveal region) than in peripheral vision (Rosenholtz, 2016). To attend
to something, we look at it (O’Regan and Noë, 2001; Wolfe et al., 2022), and what gets noticed depends on
where one’s eyes fixate, for how long, and the limitations of peripheral vision (Rosenholtz, 2020).

The reader is encouraged to try to read text without fixating directly upon it. For example, fixate on
one word on this page, and then see how many other words are readable; or stare at one street sign and
attempt to read words on a nearby sign. It is unexpectedly difficult or impossible.

Yet, in order to be most effective for helping us navigate and survive the world, human vision must
operate at each glance. Indeed, from a single fixation, a viewer can get a sense of overall scene structure and
contents (Fei-Fei et al., 2007; Greene and Oliva, 2009), e.g., recognizing that a scene comprises a city street.

If vision at a glance is so effective, then perhaps we do not need to reconstruct a detailed 3D mental
model of the world over time. Indeed, numerous studies identify inconsistencies in viewers’ behavior that
cannot be explained by any consistent mental 3D reconstruction of the real world (Linton et al., 2022). For
example, Koenderink et al. (2008) demonstrate spatial inconsistencies in peoples’ behaviors in a real-world
pointing experiment. Change blindness experiments demonstrate that viewers may forget the appearances
of individuals before them (Simons and Levin, 1998), and, in virtual reality experiments, viewers do not
notice small rotations of the entire world during saccades (Sun et al., 2018; Langbehn et al., 2018). Some 3D
information must persist across fixations, but far less than the dense 3D that one might assume. For these
reasons, I hypothesize that all fine-grained 3D vision occurs in per-fixation visual processing.

Many of the above observations are highly counterintuitive, leading to an “awareness illusion:” we expe-
rience a richly-detailed visual sense of space, yet, when probed, demonstrate a surprising lack of awareness
of many details (Dennett, 1991; Noë, 2002). The consistency of our 3D perception is explained not by
consistency of our representations, but by the consistency of the world.

I claim that these counterintuitive observations directly translate to picture perception. The experience
of picture viewing creates a “pictorial awareness illusion:” we think we are seeing an entire picture at once,
when we are actually moving our gaze to attend to different regions sequentially. Furthermore, viewers do
not reconstruct a 3D pictorial space that is fully coherent across fixations over a picture.

6 Local Principles of Shape Perception

Based on these observations, I propose two hypotheses of how shape perception in pictures depends on eye
movements and fixations.

First, I note that shapes are often stable over time, in unconstrained normal viewing of a picture, a
principle that I call Shape Locality:

Once objects are recognized, perceived object shape within a small picture region does not depend
on the rest of the picture.

Shape Locality describes how changing the visual context around an object does not change its appear-
ance, as illustrated in Figure 14. Likewise, in classical paintings and realistic photographs, one can generally
crop out individual portions of a picture without changing object appearance. For example, the contents of
the crop in Figure 3 has the same apparent shape as they do in the uncropped picture. Even the impossible
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Figure 14: Changing the context around the cars in the middle of the picture does not change their apparent
shapes, despite very different visual contexts. (Left image is original photo; the middle and right images
were generated using Adobe Photoshop “Generative Fill.”)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 15: Impossible and indeterminate perspective. (a) Three-Stick Clevis (Schuster, 1964). The spatial
contradictions cannot be observed within a single fixation. (b) Short three-stick clevis, viewable in a single
fixation. (c) A realistic depiction, with many impossible elements only visible on close inspection. Satire on
False Perspective, William Hogarth, 1754. (d) On their own, crops of the image appear like geometrically-
plausible pictures.

perspectives in Figure 15 can be cropped into smaller, realistic pictures, each with valid local shape interpre-
tations, e.g., Figure 15(d). Object recognition can change during viewing, as in bistable images and hidden
images (Figure 16), at which point shape percepts can change.

It is useful to contrast Shape Locality with an example of a non-local perception. An object may look
larger or smaller depending on the scene around it, both in absolute terms, and relative to other scene
objects, as in the Ponzo illusion, Figure 17. In the Ponzo illusion, multiple objects are perceived as having
identical shapes but different scales. Scale cues for an object can include local properties (familiar objects)
and global properties (the object’s spatial relationship to other objects, and defocus blur).

Combining Shape Locality, the Direct View Condition, and the nature of vision-at-a-glance leads a more
general hypothesis, which I call Fixation-Centered Perspective (Figure 11(b)):

In each fixation, a picture is interpreted in terms of a linear perspective projection, with the
principal point located at the fixation. The effective center-of-projection of this projection may
depend on the viewing conditions. When the interpreted shape is inconsistent with prior knowl-
edge of the shape or shape class, the shape is perceived as distorted.
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Figure 16: Exceptions to the local perspective principles occur only when object recognition shifts, such as
in bistable and hidden imagery. One may not immediately recognize the shapes in these pictures; when they
are recognized as faces, shape interpretation changes.

There are different possibilities for what the effective center-of-projection is. It may be that the viewer
always interprets the picture region using their own location as the effective center-of-projection. Or, they
may perform local slant compensation (Vishwanath et al., 2005), and interpret the region contents as though
viewing them from in front of the fixation. The topic of compensation has been controversial in the vision
science literature, and is itself a complex topic.

Fixation-Centered Perspective could be a consequence of how the vision system adapts real-world vision-
at-a-glance to pictures. When fixating on a new picture, human vision “knows” only the contents of a fixation,
and must make an interpretation at each glance. It treats the region around the fixation like a picture that
simulates real-world appearances with linear perspective. As a viewer’s eye moves over a picture, each fixation
has its own perspective, hence the effectiveness of multiperspective techniques in art and photography.

The main hypotheses that I’ve presented—Shape Locality, the Direct View Condition, and Fixation-
Centered Perspective—are compatible with the existing evidence about shape and spatial perception in
pictures. This evidence includes: 1. the remarkable successes of linear perspective as a projection technique,
2. the perceived distortions produced by linear perspective, 3. vision-at-a-glance and foveal vision, which
show that viewers must infer perspective from the limited information in each fixation, 4. the inconsistent
nature of real-world 3D vision, 5. the effectiveness of multiperspective and content-aware projections, at
least, locally, 6. pictures on slightly curved surfaces, since picture regions need only be locally flat, and 7.
the partial 3D perception when viewing inconsistent or impossible perspectives. No other theory that I’m
aware of attempts to describe these disparate phenomena.

7 Global Pictorial Projection Perception

Pictures as a whole may depict space in many different ways (Figure 1)—whether strict linear perspective,
a more freeform arrangement, ambiguous semi-abstract imagery, or even impossible perspective—and the
visual system can extract some spatial information from each. How does picture perception work for so
many different types of projection?

The different perspectives as one moves one’s eyes over a picture imply conflicting 3D space interpreta-
tions. But the vision system may not need to resolve these inconsistencies.

As previously discussed, real-world vision does not maintain a detailed, consistent 3D model of the visual
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: Ponzo illusion, illustrating that object size can depend on context: the three cars appear to have
the same shape, but not the same size, even though they comprise identical sets of pixels in the picture.
((a) by Alex Blouin, with annotation by Paul Linton. (b) © The Exploratorium. All rights reserved.
Used and adapted with authorization. The Exploratorium is a registered trademark of The Exploratorium,
http://www.exploratorium.edu)
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world. Hence, pictorial perception need not either. Instead, each view may present its own sense of space,
informed by high-level information from adjacent views, consistent enough to appear part of a coherent scene.
Only an abstracted 3D interpretation would be maintained over time, representing concepts like general
object position and shape, and relationships between objects, rather than a detailed 3D reconstruction.

This idea suggests a possible answer to the question “How can a flat picture provide an illusion of 3D
space?” I answer that pictures do not convey consistent 3D information like the real world, but, instead, that
real-world 3D vision is far less consistent than it seems. If vision does not aim to reconstruct 3D from the
real-world that is consistent across fixations, then there is no reason for it to do so from pictures. In order
to provide some illusion of space, a picture merely needs to provide plausible pictorial cues for each fixation.

8 Conclusion

How do viewers understand shape and space in pictures? I have argued that each fixation in a picture
produces a 3D percept based on a local perspective. Over multiple fixations, a viewer builds up a 3D scene
interpretation from each fixation, but the representation is abstracted, rather than representing detailed 3D
shape. The same process, generally speaking, applies both to real-world 3D vision and to viewing pictures,
since pictures exist in the 3D world and are processed by the same visual system.

These hypotheses suggest new ways to think about related questions, such as what happens when an
artist draws a picture, since local perception and working memory must play significant roles in this process.
They also suggest a new way to think about the question of “what is a picture?” The local and global elements
of pictures provide the elements of a “language” of pictures (Greenberg, 2021): the rules of perspective for
local regions, how artists may distort shape locally, and how they may arrange objects and regions spatially.
Some aspects of this language vary in different cultures and styles, and some derive from biological vision.
These ideas suggest many avenues for further experimentation and discussion.
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